Access to Hôtel du Centre
From the airport :
Bus: 20mn with line 99 of the airport (ticket 6 €) then 5mn walking. Get off at Gare SNCF station (the terminus), walk along Avenue
Thiers towards Avenue Jean Médecin (200m) turn right to Notre Dame Church, Hotel du Center is on the right hand side at 2 rue de
Suisse. If you want to arrive by the sea, on the famous “Promenade des Anglais”, take line 98 from the airport (ticket 6 €) 35mn then
10mn on walking. From the bus, get off at the stop "Albert 1er", then walk to Place Masséna and go up 900m on Avenue Jean Médecin.
The hotel is to the right of Notre Dame Church, 2 rue de Suisse.
Taxi: 20-25mn (we can order a private shuttle for 40 € (50 € the night between 20h and 7h), the driver will wait for you at your arrival
in front of the terminal with a sign with your name. If you take a taxi, Pay attention that the driver uses the taximeter (meter) and does
not impose a package often more expensive.
From the train station: 5 mn if you walk down Avenue Jean Médecin on 200m. Turn right into the Suisse street just before Notre
Dame church and the entrance to the hotel is just after the Malongo café.
From the highway: (access map and parking information sheet are available at front desk by email or on our website)
Coming from Monaco:
Take the exit 55 Nice Est, follow the direction St Lambert Nice then the direction of the town center. Once on rue Lépante at the
roundabout take the first exit onto Notre Dame Avenue.
At the end of the avenue park in double queue or in the car park Q-Park Notre Dame.
Coming from Cannes:
Exit 50 Nice walk of the English, follow Nice center then take the fast lane Nice Est Port. Leave the highway at the exit Cimiez, then
follow Nice center until Avenue Notre Dame where you can park in double parking to unload the suitcases or go directly to the parking
lot Q-Park Notre Dame.
> To get to the nearest parking: park at Parking Notre Dame (200m from the hotel) then you can come at the hotel with your luggage
(vouchers with special rates are available at the front desk). If you want to park somewhere else and leave your luggage before you can
stay in double parking at the end of the Notre Dame avenue.
> To park one night: the parking Effia (12 avenue Thiers) offers the cheapest rate, parking has the same entrance as that of Gare
Thiers, it is open at night rate from 18h to 8h (7e). Otherwise Notre Dame parking is closer as 200m from hotel, but more expensive
(22e/24h with our special voucher – to enter during the night, check the process below)
> To park for several days, You may park at Notre Dame Parking, in Notre Dame avenue. Ask the front desk for a Package Card that
you can use at the exit of the parking lot with a discounted rate. In order to park at night in this parking lot you need the special Package
card to open the parking door, so please come to reception to get it ( queue in double parking in front of the parking the time to come to
reception). – Otherwise you may park in other parkings further, check our Parking information sheet on our website.
The Hotel is located to the right of Notre Dame Church in the Rue de Suisse between Malongo Café and Le Socrate restaurant. For GPS:
put Avenue Notre Dame, entrance to the parking or Mercure: 28 Avenue Notre Dame.

